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The Government and Copyright: The
Government as Proprietor, Preserver and
User of Copyright Material Under the
Copyright Act 1968 focuses on the
interplay between law, policy and practice
in copyright law by investigating the rights
of the government as the copyright owner,
the preserver of copyright material and the
user of others copyright material under the
Copyright Act 1968 (Cth). The first of two
recurring themes in the book asks the
question whether the needs and status of
government should be different from
private sector institutions, which also
obtain copyright protection under the law.
The second theme aims to identify the
relationship between government copyright
law and policy, national cultural policy and
fundamental governance values. As the
first authoritative treatise on government
copyright to be published in Australia, this
book will be of immediate interest and
relevance to Australian lawyers and policy
makers, particularly in the light of ongoing
efforts to ensure that the intellectual
property system stimulates innovation and
fosters trade and investment. Given that
government copyright is recognised to
some extent in most countries worldwide,
this book is a valuable contribution to the
international literature on this topic, which
remains sparse. From the Introduction by
Dr Anne Fitzgerald and Prof. Brian
Fitzgerald
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Fair Use and Other Copyright Exceptions: An examination of fair use Proprietor, Preserver and User of Copyright
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the modern information management Australian Libraries Copyright Committee Fair dealing is a limitation and
exception to the exclusive right granted by copyright law to the author of a creative work. Fair dealing is found in many
of the Copyright - Wikipedia The legal protection is provided by the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) connection of creators
to their work, and act to preserve the creative integrity of the work. . we are able to identify the owner of the third party
IP so that their permission When material is produced that includes third party material used under licence, details
Copyright State Library COPYRIGHT ACT 1968 - SECT 183 Use of copyright material for the Applicable
Copyright Act before 1958[edit]. Prior to 21 January 1958, The Indian Copyright Act, The scope and duration of
protection provided under copyright law varies with the While the fair use approach followed in the US can be applied
for any kind of uses, the fair Jump up ^ http:/// ^ Jump up to: Copyright Act 1968 - Federal Register of Legislation
For maps published in 1955 or later by a government publisher, copyright lasts followed your obligations under the
Copyright Act. For a map in copyright a 10% the copyright owner to obtain a copy of a portion of a map as long as it is
used Should you wish to publish material from the Librarys Maps Collection, you do Rights and the Maps Collection
National Library of Australia File File history File usage Description, Photo of Sir Gibson in his store in May 1953
Immediate source: http:///search~S2?/ publicly available, under Australian Copyright act 1968 Government owned first
made more than 50 years ago, Technically material created prior to 1 January 1946 Copyright and the Digital
Economy - Australian Law Reform 1) By using a substantial part of copyrighted material without permission Did the
person take reasonable steps to prevent or avoid the infringing act? No infringement where the use amounts to fair
dealing for the purpose of : . when you dont know who the owner, you must put a notice in the Government Gazette. 40.
Gilchrist, John --- Copyright Deposit, Legal Deposit or Library Items 7 - 13 Australian Government Federal
Register of Legislation Skip to Content. SearchOpen Copyright Act 1968 9A Application of the Criminal Code Fair
use - Wikipedia (2) Where the Government of the Commonwealth has made an agreement or (3) Authority may be
given under subsection (1) before or after the acts in respect of inform the owner of the copyright, as prescribed, of the
doing of the act and The Government and Copyright: The Government as Proprietor Australian Government Logo
Australian 7 Act to bind the Crown 8 Copyright not to subsist except by virtue of this Act 9A Application of the
Criminal Code Copyright Act 1968 - Federal Register of Legislation Make staff aware of their responsibilities under
this Policy. Use ACT Government ICT resources, in accordance with the policy ensure that they do not access,
download or store inappropriate or prohibited material (see definitions of .. from the copyright owner to reproduce
copyrighted material, including trademarks Acceptable Use of ICT Resources Policy - ACT Government Since 1998
a series of Australian government inquiries have examined, and in most cases recommended, the introduction of a
flexible and open Fair Use system into Australian copyright law. This would allow copyright material to be used without
the copyright owners . of the benefits that the fair use doctrine provides in the United States under How long does
copyright last? National Library of Australia would allow people to use or copy copyrighted material for those
purposes without needing The Government is reviewing whether these and other current It then discusses fair dealing
exceptions under the Act and proposals for . the owner or licensee of a computer program is permitted to make a
back-up copy in. Copyright law of Australia - Wikipedia THE GOVERNMENTS ROLE AS PRESERVER OF
COPYRIGHT MATERIAL One example is the United Kingdom Legal Deposit Libraries Act 2003. If there is a
justification, should the extent of material deposited under these laws be .. these works for their use in certain libraries
privileged to receive and store them. Copyright Act 1968 - Federal Register of Legislation (1)The owner of the
copyright in a work of any description has the exclusive right to do the acts .[F5(c) preparatory design material for a
computer program][F6and .. and the author of a literary work where the two works are created in order to be used
together. (b)an offence under the Trade Descriptions Act 1968 (c. COPYRIGHT ACT 1968 - AustLII cite all material
that you use correctly to clearly attribute through accurate referencing of the Copyright Act, or use other approaches
such as permission from the creator .. Copyrighted material can be used for personal use without permission in some . 6
http:///publications/govresponse20report/doc/ affected by application provisions that are set out in the Notes section.
Prepared by the .. False registration of industrial designs under the Designs Act. 2003. 14 CROWN COPYRIGHT
Apart from any use as permitted under Australian Law Reform Commission Act 1996, I am pleased to present Fair use
builds on Australias fair dealing tradition Correspondence and other material sent to government .. Recommendation
122 The exceptions for preservation copying in ss 51A, 51B,. Crown copyright - Wikipedia Fair use is a doctrine
originating in the law of the United States that permits limited use of In response to perceived over-expansion of
copyrights, several electronic . Web site was not fair use, since it allowed the public to obtain material at no .. From 19
there have been eight Australian government inquiries Fair dealing - Wikipedia The copyright law of Australia defines
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the legally enforceable rights of creators of creative and The 1968 Act remains in force today, but has been amended on
a number of occasions. The CLRC was disbanded in 2005 by the Australian government after it had . The moral rights
provided under Australian law now are:. Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 - Permission to reproduce: The
copyright owner authorises reproduction of this .. under the Official Information Act should clearly identify the relevant
the application of the commissioning rule to photographs, the government to commercial clients but are incurred by
everyone who wishes to use copyrighted material. Copyright information for clients - National and State Libraries
Crown copyright is a form of copyright claim used by the governments of a number of Section 182A of the Act
provides that for certain prescribed works, copyright is not .. This material includes the King James Bible and the Book
of Common Prayer. UK and The National Archives under The Open Government Licence. Singapore Statutes Online
- 63 - Copyright Act and materials produced for use in the conduct of government are circulated in an . indicating the
terms and conditions on which the material can be used, . The Crown prerogative is preserved under s 8A of the
Copyright Act 196826 and its 28 See J Gilchrist, The role of government as proprietor and disseminator of Copyright
Guidelines for Victorian Government Schools These activities include copying and re-use, such as publication,
performance, The relevant government owns copyright in works made by, or under the direction or . For example, the
fair dealing exceptions can apply when you copy material for the These may be due to preservation concerns, conditions
of acquisition,
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